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1. ABSTRACT

With this Whitepaper, it is aimed to provide fundamental, planned and technical information related to the Bitcicoin, the first coin of Turkey that has its own blockchain network integrated with the stock market and various ecosystem platforms.

Bitcicoin is the common intersection part and share of smart contracts, crypto asset management systems, crypto asset storage and transfer services, fan tokens, real estate tokenizations, blockchain infrastructure products and services that are and will be offered to the private and public sector, operating on the Bitcichain network. This common intersection set property is due to the suitability of Bitcicoin to be integrated into all products and services of BITCI, provided that the stakeholders have the legal consent, and the domain and potential of the projection. The fact that Bitcicoin is a part of all products and services in the BITCI ecosystem, that is, a share, indicates the key role of Bitcicoin in the ecosystem after the integration of BITCI's products and services depending on the diversity.

Thus, Bitcicoin has a value that indirectly represents the value of the products and services, solutions and collaborations in the BITC ecosystem and the Bitcicain network on which they are operated. At the same time, the network fees of smart contract and token transfers made over Bitcichain are paid with Bitcicoin. Bitcicoin may be stored in private independent wallets that operate over Bitcichain network and may be used for fast person-to-person crypto asset transfer over Bitcicain network. It is anticipated that the trust asymmetry of the smart contracts running or will run in the Bitcichain network will subject the systemic risks to a significant frequency minimization. The operation of smart contracts that promise a high efficiency effect in sectors such as banking, finance, real estate, consumer, custody, insurance, transportation, which will be supported by artificial intelligence and big data, is suitable for a system that will perform future transactions such as storage, collateral, assurance tool applications and clearing with Bitcicoin will be carried out on Bitcichain.
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On the other hand, tokens of each project operating over Bitcichain blockchain may easily be converted to Bitcicoin and may be traded in Bitcicoin market or other markets over stock markets. BİTCİ, who currently is in cooperation with many reputable clubs and organizations in different sports branches, is in cooperation with many local and international clubs and organizations such as Turkish Basketball Federation, Maclaren / Formula 1 Team, Karşıya Sports Club, Glasgow Rangers, Real Betis, Ankaragücü, Eskişehirspor Clubs. All these tools that are offered and will be offered for the supply of existing and future tokenizations for circulation in the supply of Bitcicoin are suitable for use, convertibility, and in this regard, open to potential interaction with all sectoral achievements.

Bitcicoin offers the properties of being a fast and secure tool for performing these transactions safely and fastly, being suitable to perform many daily and secure transactions and services over the local and international stock markets and crypto storage and transfer systems, having numerous listing and cooperation.
2. INTRODUCTION

Bitcicoin - Bitcichain Vision and Mission

Bitcichain, that is a product of Bitci Teknoloji, is designed for ensuring fast and easy transition of sports clubs, official or civil or international organizations, companies and institutions to blockchain technology. Bitcicoin and Bitcichain aims to meet the requests, supply of companies and organizations in different areas and sectors for supplier chain monitoring, smart contracts (Dapps), brand tokens, fan tokens, loyalty tokens, utility tokens that offer advantages and privileges in the procurement of products and services and other transactions over block-chain.

Bitci Technology aims that each token project that it developed and will develop for the companies, sports clubs, domestic and international public institutions and organizations are valuable for companies or organizations as well as users that make investments to this tool and use that token. The most significant property of Bitcichain that differs it from other blockchains is that it allows all companies who benefit from blockchain services to use the ecosystem it owns. Company tokens may be used as payment instrument or a traded digital asset over Bitci.com stock market integration and Bitcipay payment platform. The most important feature that distinguishes Bitcichain from other blockchains is that it can make its ecosystem available to all companies that benefit from blockchain services. On Bitci.com stock exchange integration and Bitcipay platform, fan tokens, organization tokens and company tokens can be used for a cryptographic storage and transaction instrument, a digital asset or a donation tool or for social interaction purposes. The function of each respective token is defined by individual agreements. While doing this, BITCI targets diversity in token functions. At the same time, tools and products in the entire ecosystem are integrated and interacted with Bitcicoin. This integration and interaction supports the individual and corporate demands, requirements, transaction volume, usage and domains of Bitcicoin in a wide, healthy and manageable structure targeted by BITCI with a highly intellectual analysis.
One of the most important differences of Bitcicoin is the diversity of products, services and infrastructure in the BITCI ecosystem. Many crypto assets do not have an ecosystem of products or services from which they are developed from the same source other than themselves. Bitcicoin, on the other hand, has the support of a rich and diverse ecosystem with the Bitcichain network, Bitcipay, Fan Tokens supplied by Bitci and other tokenization activities. Bitcichain is the first blockchain network of Turkey with a comprehensive ecosystem. By integrating Bitci.com and other platforms, it is possible to transfer Bitcicoin and all tokens and coins used in the system between the platforms instantly, both between user wallets and between Bitcichain platform users. The fact that BITCI products are subject to both local and global structuring and usage enables Bitcicoin's usage and domain to expand both geographically and demographically. The Bitci Ecosystem can be briefly summarized as follows.

**BITCI EXCHANGE**

*FIRST AND ONLY REALIZED AND UNREALIZED PROFIT/LOSS MONITORING IN THE WORLD*

- FIRST PRO VERSION WEBSITE IN TURKEY
- FIRST PRO VERSION CAPITAL MARKET APPLICATION OF TURKEY

**BITCICHAIN**

- BITCICOIN
- BITCIWALLET
- BITCIEXPLORER

- BRAND / FAN TOKEN

*FIRST BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTION AND CRYPTO CURRENCY OF TURKEY THAT OFFERS BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTIONS TO COMPANIES, INTEGRATED WITH CAPITAL MARKET AND PAYMENT PLATFORM*

**BITCIPAY**

MAKE YOUR PAYMENTS OR RECEIVE YOUR PAYMENTS TURKISH LIRA WITH CRYPTO CURRENCIES.
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3.1 - Bitci.com Crypto Currency Trading Platform

Bitci.com, which is established by Bitci Teknoloji Anonim Şirketi in 2018, is a crypto currency trading platform that has various firsts in the World. All stock markets developed up to today were examined and the deficiencies thereof were determined by the software engineers, expert in their areas and managers expert in crypto asset trading of Bitci Technology and all of it was coded by the software engineers of Bitci Technology by taking into account the user behaviors and needs.

Also, it provides whitelable capital market service to the whole world through USA originated CED (Crypto Exchange Developer) firm, owned by Bitci Technology.

Bitci.com is the first and only crypto asset trading platform in the world that has the portfolio property that instantaneously shows private realized and unrealized profit-loss graphics. The Users may instantaneously view the profit-loss rates of the trades they perform over “Realized loss-profit” screen and their pending crypto asset investments in their wallets over “Unrealized profit-loss” screen with comparing them to the currency rates on the day of investment, instead of monitoring the transactions they made in the past over “transaction history.”

Bitci.com is a crypto asset acquisition and barter platform that offers the first enhanced interface to its users in Turkey with instantaneous potential income indicators, instantaneous realized and unrealized profit-loss tables, professional charts and indicators. Advanced properties such as coin-price graphic system that shows market depth, advanced different time units allow the investors to take instantaneous investment decisions faster and more accurate.
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3.2 Bitcichain

Bitcichain is the first blockchain network of Turkey that is integrated with crypto asset platform, which is developed by Bitci Technology software engineers. Supply chain monitoring is being performed over Bitcichain while smart contracts, brand tokens, loyalty tokens and fan tokens may be produced.

Bitcichain is a blockchain network designed for private and public institutions, sports clubs, charity institutions and companies. Bitcichain also makes this technology understandable while ensuring blockchain transition of companies and aims for the companies and institutions to find a respondent 24/7 related to any technical issue they face.
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3.3 Bitcicoin

The fundamental blockchain coin of Bitcichain is Bitcicoin and it is open for trade on Bitci.com stock market. The project tokens developed for Companies by Bitci Technology over Bitcichain network may be traded over Bitci.com markets. The value of Bitcicoin depends on the projects over Bitcichain network and is a cryptographic instrument that may be used over BitciPay crypto asset platform. Tokens developed by Bitci Teknoloji for sports clubs, companies, institutions or organizations can be listed on the Bitci.com exchange, in the Bitcicoin market. In this way, it is aimed to increase the value of Bitcicoin, which is the coin of the Bitcichain network, which is an investment tool, in direct proportion to the projects carried out on the network and the success of these projects. Bitcicoin, a crypto asset open to use in both local and international organizations, promises reliable technological innovations and interactions to be used in the organizations from Maclaren F-1 to the world's largest sports organizations. Bitcicoin is not fixed value. The changing value structure encourages Bitci's product and service diversity and is determined accordingly. While each crypto asset unit has its basic functions as a means of saving, being used in exchange and being a calculation tool; Bitcicoin, which contains these basic features by its nature, has the characteristics of multi-functionality as a variable and open-to-development crypto asset that can integrate all products and services in its ecosystem.

Compatible with both local and global financial instruments, Bitcicoin is also free of chargeback risk. Decentralized transaction option offers significant advantages to Bitcicon in electronic commerce. While the underlying transparent technology supports easy traceability, this also closes the gaps in trust asymmetry.
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3.4 Bitci E-Wallet

It is a personalized web-based Bitcicoin wallet of Bitcichain blockchain network. While Bitcicoin may be kept at Bitci e-wallet, it is also possible to keep the tokens developed for company and institutions over Bitcichain.

3.5 Bitci Explorer

It is the blockchain browser that allows monitoring of Bitcichain, the records of transactions made over blockchain network, data such as block row as transparent, but anonymized.

3.6 BitciPay

It is Turkey’s first blockchain-focused marketplace infrastructure for crypto asset storage, receiving, sending, using in different transactions (excluding payment). It allows its users to instantly make transactions at BitciPay points, with crypto assets, through the platform.

While users can make various uses with their crypto assets, which vary and evolve according to collaborations with third parties, according to the agreement of the parties, all crypto assets can be used, except for transactions prohibited by the current legislation.

BitciPay can use the brand, fan, loyalty and asset tokens created for companies on the Bitcichain blockchain as a digital asset and transaction tool that can be converted into Turkish Lira and / or other fiat currencies or similar crypto assets on the BitciPay platform in line with the agreements of companies and institutions with Bitci Teknoloji.
4. SOLUTIONS OFFERED BY BITCICHAIN

Bitcichain blockchain network offers blockchain solutions tailored to companies with the first blockchain infrastructure of Turkey integrated to the crypto currency platform. These solutions are brand token, fan token, supply chain monitoring, loyalty token and smart contracts.

4.1 Brand Tokens

Bitci Teknoloji may create private brand tokens for companies and institutions on the Bitcichain blockchain network. Brand tokens are an investment tool that can be purchased by the users of that company. It is put up for sale on the stock exchange with the terms and conditions determined by the company. In line with the agreements made by the company and the progress of the project, Bitci.com or other crypto asset trading platforms on which it is listed has the potential to provide returns to those who hold these assets with the effect of acquisition value change. A brand token is a company’s digital asset on the blockchain. It is not a stock. Dividend coupons are not securities or capital market instruments.
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4.2 Fan Tokens

Bitci Technology may create fan tokens for sports clubs over Bitcichain blockchain network. The most important project that differs Bitci Technology fan tokens from similar projects is that they are real tokens that are written on Bitcichain blockchain network. Different from similar projects, they may be traded in line with the agreements over hot-cold physical wallet, trading platforms without being bound to a closed ecosystem.

The following are the primary areas of use of fan tokens designed for sports clubs and fans;

• Commonly, fans do not receive a correspondence when they provide material support to their teams. Bitcichain fan token aims to completely change this understanding. The fan will be entitled to receive the fan token of his/her teams in return of a material support he/she provides.

• Thanks to the Fan Token App developed by the Bitci Teknoloji software team and exclusive to the sports club, the fan tokens will increase the communication between the team and the fan, as well as enable the fan to have a say in the decisions of the team. He/she can watch special events and contents made by his/her team. He/she can buy his/her team’s products on the Fan Token App.

• Fan tokens are investment tools, after pre-sales, they are opened on the Bitci.com crypto asset acquisition and exchange platform and become a digital asset that can be traded for the supporters who support their team. Its value increases or decreases in line with the success of the team.

• Fan tokens are asset instruments that may be used in transaction recording and has the property of being exchangeable, except for payments, at all contracted points using the BitciPay crypto asset acquisition and exchange platform after they are started to be traded on Bitci.com crypto asset trading platform.
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4.3 Supplier Chain Monitoring

Bitci Technology has developed a supply chain monitoring system for companies that can be recorded on the Bitcichain blockchain. It can be used as a transparent, secure recording and monitoring system thanks to the features offered by the blockchain infrastructure in all applications requiring supply chain tracking in sectors such as electricity supply chain, supermarket supply chain and involving multiple companies.

4.4 Loyalty Tokens

Bitci Technology can create loyalty tokens on the Bitcichain blockchain for companies. Businesses can give these tokens to their users as a reward, discount or prepaid. Thanks to the digital wallet application to be made personalized to the business by Bitci Technology, users can use their reward, discount or prepaid tokens at the cash registers or online, as well as businesses can collect the shopping habits and shopping details of the users through the digital wallet application and use them to personalize the campaigns and discounts.
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4.5 Smart Contracts

One of the best example of smart contracts is beverage vending machines. If a certain amount of payment is made, it will check the accuracy of the payment and give you a beverage. Smart contracts can be created which will develop effective, fast and secure solutions for every suitable sector on the Bitcichain blockchain network. The payment referred to here is not to use the crypto asset for payments or to make payments with the crypto asset, and the restrictions on not providing payment transactions in countries where such payment transactions are prohibited to be made with crypto assets are strictly adhered to.

Import and export transactions are carried out through informant banks today. The informant institution, which confirms the accuracy of the products sent in import and export and that they reach the address, makes product delivery and inspection confirmations with blockchain infrastructure asset systems accordingly. With the verification of product accuracy and delivery in a smart contract to be made on the blockchain, transactions related thereto can be triggered automatically and no informant supervision is required. This speeds up the whole import and export process accordingly.

Blockchain-based smart contracts infrastructure can be developed by Bitci Technology on the Bitcichain blockchain network to accelerate the informant approval mechanism, especially in procurement, logistics, and to make it more secure and traceable.
5. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Approval System
Proof of Authority (POA)

Blockchain Explorer
bitciexp.bitcichain.com

Wallet Service
wallet.bitcichain.com

Node Program
A fully functioning Full node PC program (TR) Web / Android / iOS clients that do not need to synchronize with the blockchain (TR)

Smart Contract Compiler
C# / VB.Net / F#, Visual Studio Java / Kotlin, Eclipse
C / C++ / GO
JavaScript / TypeScript Python / Ruby
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Bitcicoin is the main coin of Bitcichain network. The value of the token projects performed and will be performed over Bitcichain network determine the value of Bitcicoin.

Bitcichain projects are also digital assets traded on the Bitcicoin market, and transactions are made on a platform that can compete with Bitcicoin. The purpose here is to increase the usability and functionality of Bitcicoin, to increase its volume and value.

6.1 Income Model

Bitcicoin is the main coin of Bitcichain network. The value of the token projects performed and will be performed over Bitcichain network determine the value of Bitcicoin.

- Distributed through campaigns: 100,000,000 (Hundred Million)
  - Software Development: 1,900,000,000 (One Billion Nine Hundred Million)
  - Ads and Promotions: 6,000,000,000 (Six Billion)

- Total Amount: 100,000,000,000 (Hundred Billion)
- Total Supply: 20,000,000,000 (Twenty Billion)

* The total quantity supplied will be increased by 1,000,000,000 (One Billion) each year.
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6.2 Approval System

Proof of Authority (PoA) is an algorithm that offers a more flexible blockchain consensus mechanism as an alternative to Proof of Work and Proof of Stake, performs better in terms of transaction capacity per second, and provides a consensus mechanism based on the reputation of the validator itself.

In Proof-of-Authority-based networks, transactions and blocks are validated by validated accounts known as "validators". Validators run software that enables transactions in blocks. This process works automatically and validators do not need to constantly check their computers. However, the computer, the authority node, must remain uncompromised. To be a validator, people need to earn and deserve it and maintain the position they have earned. Validators are encouraged to support the transaction process by adding a reputation to their identity.

On the other hand, Proof of Authority only allows any non-consecutive block confirmation from any validator. PoA is a highly suitable algorithm in terms of reliability and performance for private networks and public networks such as PoA networks where security is important.

6.3 Security

Proof of Authority is an algorithm that is used with blockchain technology and that provides a consensus mechanism based on the identity of a share for performing rather fast transactions. The security mechanism continues to strengthen itself with the increase in the number of shares in the approval mechanism. All project owners on Bitcichain are entitled to be a consensus partner and contribute to ensuring network security.
The processing of Bitcicoin user data will be performed in accordance with the Law on Protection of Personal Data No.6698 and the relevant legislation ("KVKK") together with the General Data Protection Regulation, to the extent applicable. Bitcic attaches maximum importance to the privacy and data security of its users and meets the legislative requirements regarding the protection of personal data. All personal data obtained from users are stored on servers accessible via VPN connection and cannot be accessed in any way by third parties except authorized persons.

Bitcic securely stores the data provided by our users for the period specified in the relevant legislation and takes all necessary measures to prevent unauthorized access or collection of the information shared by you, as required by the KVKK and applicable legislation.
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2020

- **JANUARY** *(COMPLETED)*
  - BITCICOIN BLOCKCHAIN TEST NETWORK
  - BITCI TEST EXPLORER
  - BITCI TEST WALLET

- **MARCH** *(COMPLETED)*
  - MAIN NETWORK COMMENCEMENT v1.0

- **APRIL** *(COMPLETED)*
  - BITCI EXCHANGE
  - FIAT / BTC / CHFT MARKET LISTING

- **AUGUST** *(COMPLETED)*
  - BITCICHAIN v2.0

- **SEPTEMBER** *(COMPLETED)*
  - BITCIPAY INTEGRATION

- **DECEMBER** *(COMPLETED)*
  - FAN TOKEN CREATING AND MOBILE APPLICATION (KARŞIYAKA)
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2021

**FEBRUARY** (COMPLETED)
BITCICOIN LISTING ON FINEXBOX EXCHANGE

**MARCH** (COMPLETED)
ESES TOKEN IEO
TBF TOKEN IEO
FAN APP (SPORTS CLUB)
KSK TOKEN LISTING ON BITCI EXCHANGE

**APRIL** (COMPLETED)
BITCI MARKET OPENING
BITCICOIN LISTING ON XT EXCHANGE
ANKA TOKEN IEO

**MAY** (COMPLETED)
KSK TOKEN BURN
ANKA TOKEN LISTING ON BITCI EXCHANGE
UNIVERSAL PROTOCOL ALLIANCE NFT

**JUNE**
SPAIN NATIONAL TEAM TOKEN IEO
DAÇKA TOKEN IEO
BITCICOIN LISTING ON BITTREX EXCHANGE

**JULY**
MCLAREN TOKEN IEO
REAL BETIS TOKEN IEO
RANGERS TOKEN IEO

**AUGUST**
MOTO GP TOKEN IEO
FIBA TOKEN IEO

**NOVEMBER**
BITCI FAN TOKEN APP (ANDROID - IOS)
BITCICOIN MOBILE WALLET (ANDROID - IOS)
The Bitcicoin team plays an important role in planning, developing and implementing our vision for the products and services we offer. Our company has a transparency, innovation and autonomy which supports diversity among team members and enhances our development. Bitcicoin founding team has a pre-existing knowledge of internet technology, online services and banking, and experience in blockchain technology, open finance, design and software development. Founding member Çağdaş Çağlar is an experienced entrepreneur and businessman who has been working in blockchain ecosystem, end user products, construction, energy and many sectors for many years.

Bitcicoin team is established of a decentralized structure where the responsibilities are distributed between different levels of the company. It consists of people who come from software engineering, project management, business development, banking and finance compliance infrastructure.

Bitci Teknoloji A.Ş. is supported by a strong advisory board with experience in internet platforms, end user products, design and software development, cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology. Our team works together with professional and academic organizations consisting of Turkish business people, blockchain academics, financial consultants and entrepreneurs.
9. BITCICOIN TEAM

CHAIRMAN
ÇAĞDAŞ ÇAĞLAR

CEO
ONUR ALTAN TAN

CFO
METEHAN KARADAN

CMO
YAPRAK GÖKÇE

CSO
ÇAĞRI SİSMAN

CTO
CENK DEMİR

DEVELOPER
YİĞİT ŞİRİN

UI-UX
EMRE BORAN
Btcchain team will periodically update this report to reflect the technical, commercial and social developments related to our project.

All updates will be announced on the website, social media platforms and our telegram channel.

🌐 www.bitcichain.com
✉️ info@bitcichain.com
🚀 t.me/bitcichain
🌐 facebook.com/BitciChain
🌐 twitter.com/BitciChain
🌐 instagram.com/bitcichain

+90 444 60 66
Bitci Teknoloji A.Ş. Ortakent Yahşi Mah. Hortma Cad. 9 Bodrum / Muğla 48400
11. LEGAL NOTICE

SINCE IT CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATION, WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU READ THIS DISCLAIMER CAREFULLY AND IF NECESSARY TO CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS.

As included in Bitcicoin and Whitepaper, none of the features and applications in the Bitcicoin ecosystem (collectively "Bitcicoin") aim to be accepted as a security asset in any jurisdiction and is a security offering, as well as to collect a demand for securities investment. Whitepaper, which contains technical and operational information about Bitcicoin, does not contain investment advice and is not a legal offer.

Whitepaper does not constitute a legally binding contract or legal commitment for either Bitcicoin or the Bitcicoin creator ("Company"). Any transaction related to the trading of Bitcicoin will only be valid after signing the agreements to be prepared by the Company and the submitting other necessary documents ("Final Documents"). If there is a conflict between the Final Documents and the Whitepaper, the regulations in the Final Documents will be applied.

Regardless of the jurisdiction, no regulatory or administrative authority or government has reviewed or approved the Bitcicoin structure or any information specified in this Whitepaper. The publication of the whitepaper may not be regulated in the legislation in force in the relevant jurisdictions, or it may constitute a violation of the current legislation. Due to the different implementation of crypto currency and blockchain technology in jurisdictions and other technological developments, Bitcicoin, as in all crypto currency applications, poses a legal high risk and uncertainty as well as its return potential. The initiative and responsibility to evaluate and invest these risks belongs to you. In addition, any part or copy of this Whitepaper should not be taken or transferred to any country where the sale or distribution of this Whitepaper or Bitcicoin is prohibited or restricted.

In particular you are prohibited from purchasing Bitcicoin if you are (i) a citizen, resident of the United States of Europe ("USA") or a green card holder and, pursuant to US legislation, you are not eligible to become an "accredited investor" or (ii) if you are a citizen or resident of the People's Republic of China, or (iii) if you are a citizen or resident of a US sanctioned country.
To the widest extent permitted by the current legislation, Bitcicoin, the Company, the Company’s board of directors, stakeholders, employees, contractors, consultants or affiliates do not give any guarantees or commitments regarding the forecasts and projections contained in the Whitepaper, and does not accept any responsibility for the currency and accuracy of the information contained herein or for Whitepaper in general. Based on this, the Company reserves the right to change the information on the Whitepaper at any time.

This Whitepaper may contain prospective statements regarding Bitcicoin activities and projections that have not yet been realized. Such prospective statements may differ significantly from future results, performance or achievements with regard to Bitcicoin.

In the light of the above explanations, you accept that you are solely responsible for any damages you will suffer from Whitepaper, Bitcicoin or in connection with them (including but not limited to loss of income or profit, usage or data loss), that Bitcicoin, Company, Company board members, stakeholders, employees, contractors, consultants or affiliates have no responsibility regarding these requests and damages.

This Whitepaper is subject to the legislation of the Republic of Turkey. All disputes regarding the whitepaper will be resolved ultimately and exclusively by Istanbul (Anatolian) courts and enforcement offices.